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MEDIATE YOUR LIFE 

SELF-CONNECTION PROCESS 

 

BREATH (Awareness: being in the present moment)  

1. Focus on your breathing. Deepen the inhale as you breathe in, and extend the 

exhale longer than the inhale.  

2. Repeat this several times while staying aware of your breathing.  

3. Continue to deepen your inhale and extend your exhale as you do the following. 

 

BODY (Presence: being with feelings and accepting what is)  

1. Focus on what you are feeling. Feel the sensations and emotions, the aliveness and 

energy, by being in your body and experiencing it fully. At this stage you are solely 

being present with and experiencing sensations, scanning your body and noticing 

your sensations and where they are located. As much as possible, sense what you are 

experiencing without talking to yourself about it.   

2. Describe what you’re experiencing, using whatever language you are comfortable 

with to describe your sensations. This is when you talk to yourself about what you 

are experiencing, using whatever words come to you to describe it.  

3. Name the feelings you are experiencing. 

 

NEEDS (Choice: choosing thoughts, beliefs, and actions to meet needs)  

1. Now that you’re aware of your feelings from Step 2, look into what is prompting 

you to feel as you are. Connect with the needs that are met or not met in your 

current situation. A way to do this is to ask yourself, If I am feeling this way, what 

need is the unconscious part of me interpreting as met or not met? The idea here is that 

your unconscious is communicating to your conscious mind that needs are being 

met or not met by prompting feelings to arise in you. You use these feelings to 

work backwards to find your needs. 
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2. Check in with your body as you consider the needs. It’s not a cognitive process of 

“figuring out” what they are. When you name the need that most closely fits, your 

body will respond. It may take some time and practice to learn your particular 

physiological response that signals you are naming the need that is met or not 

met—it may be a feeling of warmth, relaxation, a sense of something falling into 

place, or just a knowing and certainty.  

3. Deepen into the needs you’ve identified by imagining what it would feel like for 

those needs to be fully met. Savor what that would be like, and how your life would 

be if those needs were fully met.  

  

We encourage you to set aside at least five minutes a day to practice SCP, and also to 

practice throughout the day, in as many moments as you can, when you’re not in a fight-

flight-freeze reaction. In doing so, you will prepare your neural pathways to more likely 

be accessible when you are experiencing fight-flight-freeze reaction.  
 

SELF-CONNECTION PROCESS: EXPANDED VERSION 

 

BREATH  

1. Slow and deepen your breathing. 

2. Notice the number of counts you are inhaling and the number you are exhaling. 

Breathe in, hold your breath, breathe out—all three to the same count. 

3. Practice relating to thoughts with kindness, humor, and friendliness.  

 

BODY 

1. Feel your feelings without naming, analyzing, or thinking about them. 

2. Focus attention on three body centers—belly, heart, head (called the “triune brain”: 

reptilian/instinctual, mammalian/emotional, neocortex/intellectual/intuitive). 

3. Relax your muscles; allow openness, softness, and flexibility in your posture. 
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4. Mind-body practices 

• Relax your muscles (e.g., eyes, tongue, jaw, shoulders, arms, belly). 
• Open your posture (e.g., open chest and arms, say “Ahhhhh”). 

• Align and balance around your spinal core. 
 

NEEDS  

1. Breathe into three body centers (the spinal “chakras”—belly, heart, head). 

2. Connect core needs to the body centers.  

• Well-being (peace)—sustenance, safety, order 

• Connection (love)—care, understanding, community 
• Self-expression (joy)—freedom, honesty, meaning 

3. Focus on a “chemistry-changing” positive image for each body center. 

4. Imagine the needs fully and completely met. 

5. Gratitude practice: Celebrate how needs are met in your life; “mourn” any ways 

needs are not currently met. 

6. Tonglen—breathe in suffering of self, others, the world; breathe out peace, love, 

joy, happiness, well-being, connection, self-expression. 

	  
	  

S C P  A S  A  M E D I A T O R  M I N D   

M I N D F U L N E S S  P R A C T I C E  
 

BREATH   

1. Focus attention on your breathing, following the in-flow, extending the out-flow. 

2. Observe your sense perceptions (sight, sound, scent, touch, taste). 

3. Shift attention from thoughts and “stories” back to breath and sense perception. 

BODY    

1. Feel what is happening in your body, including internal sensations and feelings 
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NEEDS  

1. In focusing on need, find the inner place of felt well-being that is not tied to what is happening 

externally, where you already know that you are safe, loved, cared for, accepted, and 

connected.  

2. Use the phrase “I am …” to tap into this knowing, repeating to yourself, I am safe, I am valued, I 

am connected…  

3. Focus on finding the place within that experiences the felt sense and inner knowing of what 

you are saying.  

	  


